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Acaedia is an independent hard rock/heavy metal band. In
2017, the band recorded a 5-song record titled “Void.” With a
predominantly online presence, Acaedia seeked to develop a
digital and social media marketing campaign that could
maximize their CD sales to increase revenue as well as use as
leverage for future opportunities. Being an independently
funded music project, the budget was substantially limited.
Nonetheless, we developed a comprehensive strategy that
involved content marketing, email marketing, and social media
advertising.

Increase revenue by maximizing pre-orders

and purchases of CDs & merchandise.

OBJECTIVE
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Sure enough, the “Acaedia Army” email list became a valuable asset in
increasing album sales and pre-orders. Although we closely tracked
physical album sales (as they carried a higher profit margin), digital sales
pushed the band’s album onto #14 in the iTunes Metal Charts upon
launch (reference in the samples section). This put them in a list associated
with top-selling albums from notorious metal bands such as Metallica,
Disturbed, and Avenged Sevenfold. The band also received coverage from
large media networks such as CNN and Huffington Post. This campaign
proved that, even industries as competitive as the music industry, success
can be found without a record label

results
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20k+
Followers

5k+
Email 
Opt-ins

8m+
Video Views

1300%
ROI

Through the campaign, the band successfully generated multiple revenue
streams. When adding the revenue generated from Spotify plays, YouTube
ad revenue, digital & physical album sales, and online merch sales, the
band achieved a 1300% ROI. The band’s social media accounts gained
20,000+ followers cumulatively. Through the email opt-in offer, we
succeeded in acquiring 5000+ email addresses, which was a 2000%
increase from the starting point..



Develop and execute a Social Media Campaign

to increase online presence of the Organization.

strategy
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Release Hard Rock/Heavy Metal cover of popular radio
song with a music video and offer listeners to download
mp3 for free as an opt-in campaign for Acaedia’s email
list (known as the, “Acaedia Army'').
Automate series of engaging and conversational emails
in order to build rapport with newer subscribers and
foster a warmer audience before the CD’s launch.
Offer weekly livestreams on social media with the band
participating in unique activities and conversations in
order to maintain engagement with their new audience.
Release a single track from the CD on the pre-order
launch date and offer as an immediate download to
those who pre-order the physical or digital version of
the album.
Initiate a series of Facebook ads to retarget viewers of
the band’s previous video content as well visitors of the
band’s merchandise page via Facebook Pixel integration.
Incentivize upsells by offering unique bundles of t-shirts,
hats, and signed posters.
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"Leaving behind Latin rhythms, the band

Acaedia released a fairly powerful form of

"Despacito", the worldwide hit of Luis Fonsi

and Daddy Yankee." - CNN Chile

testimonials

a Miami ‘metalcore’ band that has received

millions of views on Facebook for their

interpretation of the composition..." 

- Hoy Los Angeles
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